
What advice would you give young, aspiring maintenance engineers?
Why is the food manufacturing/ FMCG industry a great industry to join?
What has pleasantly surprised you about becoming an engineer in this
industry?
What qualifications do you think they should focus on (HNC / BTEC /
Degree)?

At Wagstaff, our aim is to match great engineers with great jobs within the
food, manufacturing and FMCG sectors.

Without these fantastic industries, we wouldn't have the lifestyles we have
today - they quite literally make the world go around! And that's why we LOVE
our job; because we get to see and easily understand how important, exciting
and brilliant these jobs are.

However, many students don't consider food manufacturing/FMCG as an
industry option within engineering, and many don't realise what a great
opportunity it is.

So, to offer a little bit of real life knowledge to the student we work with who are
considering a career in engineering, we asked some of the great engineers in
our network for their words of wisdom for the next generation of engineers!
Questions such as:

After an awesome response, we've put together this simple flyer to help you
pick out the key information you need.

Engineering within the Food Industry



You solve other people's problems!
Playing with other people's toys and gadgets.
Whatever happens in the world, people will always need to eat!
It's the biggest industry in the country.
The processes are very similar whatever branch you try out - cold produced
food, hot produced food, they all end up in the supermarket.
You learn something new all the time.
Every day is different.

Why it's great:

Maintenance Engineering

You will meet and work with some amazing people.
There is always progression.
Food processing is rewarding if you apply yourself.
It's a clean environment in terms of no bugs, germs or nasties, but it's far
from clean when there's creams, greases, fats, oils and messy food involved -
great fun!
Shift working can be great - shift pay and more time off.
There is so much modern technology in the food industry now with a lot of
opportunities to gain some skills which will be in demand for years to come.



A full, 4-year recognised apprenticeship is better than an NVQ. You get   
 the practical experience AND qualifications needed to get into the industry
with a great job.
Multi-skilling is a must nowadays.
Controls (PLC/HMI/SCADA) and learning high level languages are the way
forward - plenty of the work in the future.
Electrical skills and IT knowledge - I once fixed a volumiser at ASOS which
had had an intermittent fault, powering on and off for 3 or more years!
BTEC or HNC minimum.
Get qualified young as it's much harder when your older and working with
a family!
Be prepared to get involved.
Listening and watching skills! You'll learn a lot from experienced engineers.
18th edition electrical qualification is highly desirable.
As an engineering manager, priority for me for any student/apprentice is
attitude before aptitude. A willingness to learn will get you a lot further in
this industry.

What's needed:

Maintenance Engineering

Some people don't appreciate it when
engineers are not busy, but if the lines are
working then we have done our job
properly!
What ever you do, do it as well as you can
with what you have.
Believe in yourself.
Don't be frightened of failure - take the
positives out of it.
Find your true passion within engineering
and tailor you skills set to that!

Remember:


